HUMANITIES
Cartography & Map Interpretation - with Ian Turner (ULA Spring Course)
The first half of the course will focus on how effective maps are created—how text, colors, symbols,
projections, scale, audience, and psychology—are all important factors to building maps that
accurately convey the author’s message to the reader. Students will prepare progressively more
complex maps each week during this part of the course as a part of their homework. The second half
of the course will focus on how to find clues on maps that provide evidence of the history, culture, and
industry of a given area. Students will begin their research studying maps of Lancaster County and
Pennsylvania and then apply that knowledge to areas they are likely unfamiliar with.
This 15 week, half credit course, will meet for 1 hour/week and is for 9th – 12th graders.
Course Supplies: Students will need a set of color pencils. A copy fee is included in the cost of the
course.
Course fee: $75

Geography - with Sarah Mershon (ULA Spring Course)
Geography is the study of God’s amazing world. This fun and fast-paced class delves into both the
political and physical aspects of each continent, geography terminology, and map skills. It includes
atlas drills, challenging research questions, colorful mapping, and a geography pictionary. A variety of
homework assignments provide the time needed to complete the half credit earned with this class.
This 15 week, half credit course, will meet for 1 hour/wk and is for 7th – 12th graders.
Course Supplies: None, but a copy fee is included in the course cost
Course and supply fee: $60

World History - with Ellen Campbell (ULA Semester or Year Course)
This course will with begin The Ancient World and will continue until present day. The fall semester
will cover Early Civilizations through The Renaissance. The spring semester will cover from The
Reformation until the present day. Students will be expected to be prepared to participate in weekly
discussions on the historical topics. There will be several projects assigned throughout the semester
such as a timeline and short research papers and presentations. The students will be encouraged to
pursue personal interests in the context of the historical material.
This 15 OR 30 week, half/full credit course, will meet for 1 hour/wk and is for 7th – 12th graders.
Course Supplies: World History BJU Press, ISBN# 0-89084-712-6.
Course Fee: $75/semester OR $150/year

